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Improving retail
store experience
with Real-Time
Associate Productivity
One of the hardest problems to solve in retail is how to best match your store associates with the most
important activities required to serve the customer, operate the store, and handle a variety of unplanned
activities that pop up. The answer usually already lies within the retailers’ hands but is generally
untapped to help associates and team leaders make the highest impact, next best action decision—data.
Google Cloud and Deloitte’s Real-Time Associate Productivity cloud-based platform
harnesses existing sales, delivery, inventory and associate data, pre-built ML algorithms, and
mobile applications for associates to allow retailers to best maximize their store team’s impact.

Improving associate productivity does not only
impact stores; value is delivered across the value chain
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Making it real: Case study
In under four months, Google Cloud and Deloitte built and launched an Android-based associate productivity
app, integrated with ~10 enterprise systems and powered by Google Cloud and pre-built analytics models.
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Visibility into any discrepancies between
the labor hours scheduled and the
expected labor needed to accomplish
100 percent of workload
Real-time ETA of incoming trucks,
cases on trucks, and planned
allocation across aisles
Recommendations on the order of the
activities to be completed during the shift,
including which team member should be
assigned to each task, in order to
prioritize the most valuable work first

Handoff checklist

Task list to communicate the status of
department tasks to effectively transfer
incomplete work and important information
from shift to shift

Store Managers and Department Leaders
answer questions and submit satisfaction
scores as they complete scheduled store walks

Business logic to surface most relevant
questions and adjust the audit question
sequence

Create and assign tasks to other associates as
user complete their audits, and then track the
progress of those tasks throughout the day
and across shifts

Visibility into performance for a department
over time, or across departments within a store
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